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Equus Compute Solutions Announces Software Solutions Team
New Staff to Focus on Clients’ Software Defined Solution Challenges
Equus Compute Solutions, one of America’s largest manufacturers of custom computer hardware
systems, has established a new solutions team to complement its existing industry-leading
hardware expertise. The new team will focus on the expanded Equus mission of customizing
white box servers and storage solutions to enable flexible software-defined solutions for
enterprise customers, software appliance vendors, and cloud providers. The team will help
customers bring the promise of software-defined solutions to reality at a lower cost than
expensive proprietary solutions, while maintaining enterprise-class features and functionality.
Lee Abrahamson will serve as VP and Chief Technology Officer, leading the team of solution
specialists responsible for the Equus integrated infrastructure, storage (file/block/object),
virtualization, and system management solutions. Mr. Abrahamson has more than 30 years of
information technology experience, including 15 years in software development on mainframe
and end user applications, as well as 16 years in storage/storage networking. He joins Equus
from Hitachi Data Systems, where he was responsible for software solutions for object storage,
management systems, data protection, and file.
Additional members of the Equus team are David Arndt who is responsible for the Equus
virtualization solutions. With more than 20 years of industry expertise, Mr. Arndt served as lead
technical architect for Accenture at Best Buy, and led a team of technical resources focused on
server and desktop virtualization. More recently the led a team of experts specializing in
converged and hyper-converged solutions at Hitachi Data Systems.
Jason Hargis is responsible for storage solutions. He has more than 20 years of industry expertise
in software development, hosted solutions, application development, as well as overall storage
solutions. Mr. Hargis previously managed a team of technical experts working in object storage
and file solutions at Hitachi Data Systems deployed at many Fortune 100 companies.
Brandon Lambert is responsible for management system solutions. Brandon has more than 20
years of industry experience in software development, systems engineering, enterprise
architecture and overall systems management. He previously led a team of technical experts at
Hitachi Data Systems that focused on implementation and operations of management software
solutions for very large enterprises. His expertise in management systems and overall systems
engineering expertise will be instrumental in driving solutions based on hardware and software
management.
For more information on the Equus Compute Solutions software defined infrastructure offerings
visit www.equuscs.com.
###

About Us
Equus Compute Solutions customizes white box servers and storage solutions to enable flexible
software-defined infrastructures. Delivering low-cost solutions for the enterprise, software
appliance vendors, and cloud providers, Equus is one of the leading white-box systems and
solutions integrators. Over the last 28 years, we have delivered more than 3.5 million customconfigured servers, software appliances, desktops, and notebooks throughout the world. Our
advanced systems support software-defined storage, networking, and virtualization that enable a
generation of hyper-converged scale-out applications and solutions. From components to
complete servers purchased online through ServersDirect.com, to fully customized fixedconfigurations, white box is our DNA. Custom cost-optimized compute solutions is what we do,
and driving successful customer business outcomes is what we deliver. Find out how to enable
your software-defined world with us at www.equuscs.com.

